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 Introduction

Four Ways of Looking at an Invisible Man

The Problem with Invisibility

“I am an invisible man,” begins Ralph Ellison’s first novel, calling into 
existence what has become a prominent and evocative metaphor for 
speaking of racial experience (and, indeed, the experiences of all socially 
marginalized people) since the volume’s publication in 1952.1 Invisibility, 
evolving over the course of sixty- five years, has come to hold primarily 
social and materialist intellectual currency, spawning a significant trend 
in academic book titles and serving as political shorthand for marginal-
ity or liminality, an identity and agency overlooked or ignored by more 
canonical or “official” versions of humanity.2 In the midst of this mate-
rialism invisibility, as it signifies prominent understandings of racial 
identity, remains a secular property. This book argues that invisibility, 
in fact, represents a great deal more.

Consider the lines that follow Invisible Man’s opening declaration: 
“I am not a spook like those who haunted Edgar Allan Poe; nor am I 
one of your Hollywood- movie ectoplasms. I am a man of substance, of 
flesh and bone, fiber and liquids— and I might even be said to possess a 
mind.”3 Despite his denials— indeed, ironically through them— Ellison’s 
protagonist also invokes a second meaning for invisibility, a metaphysi-
cal one with a longer cultural history that cannot be ignored in the 
grander scheme of the novel, its framing of racial identity, and its larger 
arguments about the nature of such identity in American, Western, and 
global contexts. Ellison’s narrator, speaking from novel’s end “in the be-
ginning,” is an ironist, a dissembler; he has already learned to wield his 
invisibility to his own advantage. In this way his protestations against 
“spooks” (a racially charged term also deployed to great effect by Philip 
Roth in The Human Stain [2000]) and ectoplasms as viable aspects of 
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invisibility in fact invoke and register an acknowledgment of complicity 
among social, cultural, and political constructions of material and im-
material reality.4

Jenny Franchot wields invisibility in a similar (if less apophatic) way, 
lambasting “a studied neglect of religion” in American literary studies 
that renders religious concerns “invisible”— particularly in studies of 
“gender, race, and . . . class.” “We discuss these safer conditions as if they 
operate independently of ultimate questions of meaning and purpose. 
What were not so long ago the vibrant realities of the invisible domain 
have become invisible in quite another way: because academic ortho-
doxy has deemed them deviant, they have been ‘disappeared.’”5 Writing 
in the mid- 1990s, Franchot describes a kind of inversion of nomencla-
ture designed to obscure religious dimensions of literary and cultural 
study amid a materialist turn: “Religious questions are always bound 
up with the invisible and are therefore peculiarly subject to silencing— 
whether through an outright refusal to inquire or through translations 
of the invisible into the vocabularies of sexuality, race, or class.” Trans-
forming the metaphysical into the material precludes a full range of 
critical imagination and, in Franchot’s phrase, “analytic power.”6

Religion’s relative invisibility within foundational vocabularies of race 
in the twentieth century warrants scrutiny. What we now recognize as 
African American cultural studies emerged in the midst of two intellec-
tual turns during the second half of the twentieth century— one to the 
social sciences in the immediate postwar era, the other to cultural the-
ory in the 1960s.7 Accordingly, the terms of blackness and its larger ra-
cial conceptualization bear the imprimatur of a distinct materialism that 
characterizes and informs political and aesthetic understandings of his-
torical blackness and the diverse identities it has forged. What is more, 
such materialism self- identifies as “secular.” In this way the broader 
legacy of the concept of race has— surprisingly for a historical culture so 
nourished by religious organizations, practices, and identities— reflected 
Franchot’s “studied neglect of religion,” remaining virtually uncontested 
as a secular concept.

What, then, does an unimpeachably metaphysical term like “invis-
ible” have to do with a social and materialist concept such as race? Put 
differently, if the task of secular modernity is the disenchantment of the 
world, why invoke the supernatural? Consider especially the case of El-
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lison. Invisible Man is a secular novel written by a secular novelist who 
not only reflected little in the way of religious belief or practice (accord-
ing to the standard accounts of Ellison’s biography) but also lacked even 
the distrust of religious institutions that one finds in the fiction, poetry, 
and autobiographies of his contemporary African American writers 
such as Richard Wright, Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, and Zora 
Neale Hurston (among many others). What lies behind Ellison’s au-
thorial decision to denominate the experience— indeed, the existential 
condition— generated by racial identity and its social encounters as in-
visibility, if indeed the concept remains “bound up” with religious ques-
tions? What might it mean, furthermore, to suggest that a thoroughly 
secular novel such as Invisible Man offers a broadly metaphysical or reli-
giously oriented representation of race as a property that in Ellison’s day 
was most prominently depicted naturalistically?8

Particularly fascinating aspects of these questions emerge in the im-
plications that arise from recent shifts in conceptions of the secular. 
Whereas it has traditionally referred to the absence of religion, in the 
past decade “secular” has come to signify something entirely different. 
Theodore Ziolkowski, for instance, calls the secular a formal “surrogate” 
for religious faith that modernity has disenchanted. Tracy Fessenden re-
fers to it as an “unmarked [religious] category.” According to Charles 
Taylor, it represents an “immanent frame,” a contemporary cosmology 
that functions much in the way religion did in pre- modern contexts. 
John Lardas Modern points to environments of unconscious religious 
understanding that “become matters of common sense” in his study of 
the American nineteenth century.9 In other words, to call Invisible Man 
a secular novel, to consider Ralph Ellison a secular novelist, and likewise 
to conceive of race as a secular property, is not to say necessarily that 
they lack religious dimensions, components, or interests. While this may 
prove true in the standard narratives surrounding Ellison and his work, 
this book seeks to clarify that understanding Invisible Man as a secular 
novel articulates a vision of race and its dynamic cultural, social, and 
political exigencies (frequently couched in materialist terms) in such a 
way that it reflects the religious and theological antecedents and envi-
ronments for which race stands as a surrogate, modern cosmology.

This introduction traces a religious genealogy of invisibility— four 
representative ways of “looking” at invisibility and, accordingly, four 
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ways of “looking” at Invisible Man— that more standard interpretations 
of the term have ignored or obfuscated. These representative “ways” 
draw on antecedent readings and conceptions of invisibility as, if not 
an overtly religious concept, then certainly one “bound up” with (or 
even inextricable from) religion, as Franchot puts it. Highlighting these 
religious and theological precursors to Ellison’s invisibility— his signal 
metaphor for race— spotlights the status of race as a secular surrogate 
that draws liberally upon environments of religious and theological 
imagination to address a formidable epistemological problem encoun-
tered by modernity: If “all men” are truly created equal, then what might 
account for their lack of equivalence in the most empirical of aspects?10 
Such an approach problematizes prominent racial orthodoxies that have 
heretofore found expression in both social scientific materialism and 
public discourse.

Closer attention to the religious dimensions of Ellison’s concept of 
race as a secular concept framed by and predicated on this metaphysi-
cal metaphor thickens race’s conceptual capacity while simultaneously 
illuminating the political and cultural implications of more recent reno-
vations of secularism. In service of such a goal, the forthcoming four 
ways of looking at invisibility include its biblical significances, its use in 
early modern sources (including Luther and Shakespeare), its meaning 
among American Puritans, and its significance in indigenous African 
traditions. In the process of looking, we observe diverse religious aspects 
and frameworks, unmarked though they may have been. Such observa-
tions not only offer fresh insight into Ellison’s novel and its racial orien-
tation but also set in play the prospect that such historical relationships 
between race and religion may not only renovate the way we understand 
the concept of race but may also speak to present and future domestic 
and global political contexts involving race and secularism for which 
older visions of twentieth- century materialism simply prove inadequate.

No Dichotomy

Before turning to the four ways of looking on invisibility, we should 
consider the problem Ellison sought to address in his first (and only 
completed) novel, and how we might justify claiming it to derive from 
a religious orientation. Invisible Man fired a shot across the proverbial 
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